Optional Brow Feature:
STEP 1: Using the Stageline
Brush and the Black shade in
the Tricolor Palette create thin,
wavy lines above and between
the brows. Follow down onto the
bridge of the nose as shown.
Step 2: Dip the brush into the
E.Y.E. Powder in Black and blend
out the lines to deepen the look
of the wrinkles.
Step 3: Using the Moonlight
White shade in the Tricolor
Palette add highlights along
the Black lines as shown. Set
with a small amount of
Colorset Powder.
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Easy
Step-by-Step
Instructions

STEP 1: Begin with clean,
dry skin. Use Moonlight White
shade in the Tricolor Palette
to evenly cover face and
neck. Set with the Colorset
Powder.

STEP 4: Fill in the lips using
the Red shade from the
Tricolor Palette.

STEP 2: Contour the cheeks
using the E.Y.E. Powder in
Black by starting at the top
of the cheekbone near the
hairline and lightly sweep
powder along the bone
structure and in towards the
nose. Use light pressure so
the powder is distributed
evenly and repeat to
darken and create a more
hollowed out effect.

STEP 5: Add Stage Blood
to corners of the mouth. For
a messier look smear Stage
Blood with fingers around
the mouth, jawline and
down onto the neck.

STEP 3: Create a dark,
smokey eye by sweeping
the black shade in the
Tricolor Palette onto the lid
and across the lower lash
line. Set the Black cream
makeup by adding E.Y.E
Powder over it. Buff out
to create a smokey eye.
Finish by lining the upper
and lower lash line with
the black Eye Pencil.

Artist Tip: For a freshly bitten
look, lightly dab the center
of the upper and lower lip
using Red Shade then
smudge and diffuse with a
brush.

Artist Tip: The blood is
edible (and vegan), so
you can swish it around in
the mouth and allow to
drip from the lips for a
more realistic effect.
STEP 6: Pop in your
vampire fangs!
Optional Step:
See back panel for brow
feature instructions

